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Patients receiving treatment for cancer often experience changes in sexual functioning but may be hesitant to ask questions. This article focuses on ways in which nurses can support patients and their partners and address their concerns through various evidence-based interventions.

At a Glance
• Sexuality, as well as how it is affected by cancer and its treatment, is an important aspect of holistic nursing care.
• Sexuality is not often brought up by nurses because of concern about a lack of evidence-based interventions.
• Many of the skills needed to inquire about sexual concerns are those that nurses use daily: active listening, sensitivity, and knowledge about how cancer and its treatment can physiologically affect sexual functioning.

Nursing Assessment

Because cancer and its treatment can have a significant impact on sexual functioning, every oncology nurse must be comfortable with the topic to be able to appropriately assess, intervene, or refer patients. To normalize the topic, nurses should create an environment that provides opportunities for discussion and encourages patients to ask about changes in sexuality (e.g., business cards, books about sexuality in the clinic office).

During patient assessments, nurses should remain aware of patients’ cultural background, as well as employ sensitivity when asking questions about sexuality to learn about patients’ specific ways of discussing the topic. Exploration of patients’ knowledge of cancer and its treatment, perception of the cause of cancer and of how sexual functioning has changed because of the diagnosis, and goals surrounding sexual functioning is also essential; asking about patients’ perception of the cause of cancer can be critical if they believe their cancer resulted from...